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A MID the sanguinary orgies of revolution and the crash of insti--
f w jljL tutions America stands erect. It would be a foolish, futile and
h brutal boast to wreath ourselves in the artificial smiles of the profes- -

sional optimist and say "all is well." On the other hand it would be
t equally absurd and dangerous to imagine that our industrial system
J is destined to disaster. The pessimist, like the optimist, ignores the

most obvious facts.
E Industrial civilization is sounder in America today than anywhere
m else. Let us not be affrighted by the ever-prese- nt problem of capital
H and labor. It will be our chief problem for many years. Capital and
pi labor will be adjusting themselves to changing conditions always.

If there is a menace it lies not in the problem, but in the hearts
Iff of those who mustwork out the problem the laborer and the em- -
Wth ployer. ?

W Our industrial system is sound because American labor is sound.
la? American labor in its doctrines, in its aspirations, in its practical plans

wLl and in its activities differs from Bolshevism as much as Russia differs
from the United States.

Alarmists have been predicting revolutions in this country for a
generation. Twenty years ago they could see the time near at hand
when a few men would own virtually all of the national wealth. Ten

m years ago there began a diffusion of wealth that still is in progress.
k The growth of vast industrial concerns has not led to the enslavement
SF of labor.

r' Because American labor, at heart, is sound, because its head is
m clear and because it has clung close to common sense amid the red
W currents of radicalism, it recognizes its community of interest with
W? capital. It does not believe in class hatred or the class struggle.
ft. All of us can' look back with regret and yet with encouragement
wr on the controversies of the last few decades. The fault, as a geneial
P rule, was of the head and not the heart. That solutions for every
jL problem between labor and capital were not speedily attained was

due, not to the innate viciousness of either party to the dispute, but to
the fallibility of the human intellect.

Through all these disputes labor in the United States maintained
an attitude that made ultimate solution probable. It avoided alto-

getherIV" the attitude of European labor which preached revolution and
practiced it whenever it could. Russia affords no parallel for us. It
would have been a miracle had the Russians been able to solve their
problems without revolution.

prar When the czar was crowned more than twenty years ago at the
j, . Petrovsky palace $40,000,000 was expended on a celebration lasting

two weekg. It occurred to some of the soft-heart- ed and soft-head- edf' aristocrats that the autocracy would show its thoughtful benevolence
if it distributed bread among the populace. It really occurred to them

H once in many yeais that the people needed bread and they decided to

accoid the boon by way of celebiating the czar's enthronement. The !H
distribution lead to a riot among 100,000 underfed men, women and 11
children and 5,000 were killed or maimed in a stampede. When the j M
czar was informed of the tragedy he wept and, in the evening, he fl
danced. M

We mention that scene because it was a symbol of the rottenness M

at the heart of the Russian nation. Whatever radicals may say, what- - M

ever aliens maddened by European conditions may attempt to tell us fl
about our own industrial weaknesses, we know that, amid all our M
political and economic struggles, we had nothing of that degree to lj

contend with. i 11
Both labor and capital have been misled by blatant reformers who 11

promised that they would solve all our problems and make prosperity ilunfailing if only elected to office. At ome time they talked in terms ifl
of tariff, or of bimetallism, or what not, but their promises proved 11
empty. It was only by the patience and common sense of the Ameri- - 11
can people of all classes that we were able to advance slowly, step 11
by step, toward a better day. 11

If the industrial problems are to be solved with the maximum of f

speed and efficiency it goes with saying that capital as well as labor '

must do its part. American labor can be sane, practical and enlight- - H
ened, but if capital is stubbornly recationary our problems will not be H
solved. Only by recognizing this can the new community of inter- - H
ests be made fiuitful of good for all. ' M

We are optimistic enough to believe that both sides understand JM
their obligations and will do their duty. ,

On the one hand labor is striving to maintain itself against high !

prices. On the other capital is straining every nerve to pay excess j jA
profit taxes and other imposts and yet continue in business. When
the worker finds that food and clothing cost twice as much as they did Nl
a few years ago, when he must pay as much for his baby's shoes, for '

example, as he paid for his own five years ago he knows that the only M

solution is a high wage scale. And on the other side capital strives sM
to pay that scale despite the money needed to meet all the increased l
costs of commodities and the enormous requirements of taxation.
ation.

( pi
To say that such a problem is easy to solve, that it presents few p M

elements of danger and that we shall pass through the valley of dif- - H
ficulties to the peaks of contentment without using every element of 1
good will and sound judgment is to display the optimism of the clown. 11
But all of us should be encouraged to believe that though the way jH
may be hard and our lamps not always burning or burning but dimly

we shall come at last to the desired goal without revolution. And if
we do, much of the credit will be ascribed justly to the good will and aH
sound judgment of the American toiler. jgfiaip MiH
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